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Abstract

This paper describes the im�
plementation and results of a
machine learning method� de�
veloped within the inductive
logic programming �ILP� frame�
work �Muggleton and De�Raedt�
������ to automatically extract�
from a corpus tagged with parts
of speech �POS� and semantic
classes� noun�verb pairs whose
components are bound by one
of the relations de�ned in the
qualia structure in the Genera�
tive Lexicon �Pustejovsky� ����

We demonstrate that the seman�
tic tagging of the corpus improves
the quality of the learning� both
on a theoretical and an empiri�
cal point of view
 We also show
that a set of the rules learnt by
our ILP method have a linguistic
signi�cance regarding the detec�
tion of the clues that distinguish�
in terms of POS and seman�
tic surrounding context� noun�

verb pairs that are linked by one
qualia role from others that are
not semantically related


� Introduction

In the generative lexicon framework
�Pustejovsky� ����� the qualia structure
gives access to relational information that
prove to be crucial both for linguistic anal�
ysis and for NLP applications
 In par�
ticular� the qualia roles express� in terms
of predicative formulae� the basic features
�telic� agentive� constitutive� formal� of the
semantics of nouns
 In this model� the
noun is linked not only to other nouns
via traditional lexical relations �such as
meronymy and hyperonymy� but also to
verbs that correspond to typical actions
in which the noun is involved
 Previous
works ��Pustejovsky et al
� ������ �Fabre
and S�ebillot� ������ have focused on such
Noun�Verb relations to provide lexical re�
sources in the context of terminology and
information retrieval applications


Given the lack of such resources and the
fact that the notion of typical activities as�



sociated with a noun considerably varies
from one register to another� methods for
corpus�based acquisition of Noun�Verb re�
lations are needed
 Previous experiments
related in �Pustejovsky et al
� ����� are
based upon the assumption that the ex�
traction of the qualia structure of a noun
can be performed by spotting a set of syn�
tactic structures related to qualia roles

We propose to go one step further as we
have no a priori concerning the structures
that are likely to convey these roles in a
given corpus
 We therefore develop and
apply a symbolic learning method which
automatically produces general rules ex�
plaining what� in terms of surrounding
context� characterizes examples of Noun�
Verb �N�V� pairs related by one qualia role
from pairs that are not�
 Learning is �rst
achieved on a part�of�speech�POS��tagged
version of a corpus and the theoretical and
empirical evaluations of the method are al�
ready good� it is then done on the version
of the same corpus that has been this time
annotated both with POS and semantic
tags and we show that semantic tagging
improves the quality of the results� even if
we do not up to now exploit all the rich�
ness of the semantic information �further
research on this aspect is pointed out�


In this paper� we �rst describe the learn�
ing method we have elaborated within
the Inductive Logic Programming �ILP�
framework and initially tested on a POS�
tagged corpus �section 	�
 We then show
how a probabilistic Hidden Markov Model
�HMM� tagger can be used to perform the
semantic annotation of the corpus �section
��
 We �nally present the results of the
application of our ILP learning method on
the POS� and semantically tagged corpus


�This research is funded by the Agence universi�
taire de la Francophonie �AUF� �Action de recherche
partag�ee �Acquisition automatique d��el�ements du
Lexique G�en�eratif pour am�eliorer les performances de
syst�emes de recherche d�information�� r�eseau FRAN�
CIL��

We conclude this paper by a description
of the linguistic signi�cance of some of the
general rules obtained with the help of this
double level of tagging �section ��


� Learning elements of GL from a

POS�tagged corpus

This section describes the ILP learning
method that we have developed in or�
der to automatically acquire from a POS�
tagged corpus N�V pairs whose compo�
nents are linked by one of the qualia
roles
 We �rstly present our corpus and
its POS�tagging� we then explain the ma�
chine learning method� and �nally explicit
its results and the remaining problems


��� The Matra CCR corpus and

the POS tagging

The French corpus used in this project
is a ��� kBytes handbook of helicopter
maintenance� given to us by matra ccr

A�erospatiale� which contains more than
������ word occurrences
 It has some spe�
ci�c characteristics that are especially well
suited for our task� it is coherent� it con�
tains many concrete terms �screw� door�
etc�� that are frequently used in sentences
together with verbs indicating their telic
�screws must be tightened� etc
� or agen�
tive roles
 This corpus has been POS�
tagged with the help of annotation tools
developed in the multext project �Arm�
strong� ������ sentences and words are �rst
segmented with MtSeg � words are ana�
lyzed and lemmatized with Mmorph �Pe�
titpierre and Russell� ����� Bouillon et
al
� ������ and �nally disambiguated by
the Tatoo tool� a Hidden Markov Model
tagger �Armstrong et al
� ����
 Besides
the tagger itself� the tool includes mod�
ules to prepare the text for training and
tagging� de�ne new tagsets or modify ex�
isting sets� declare linguistic preferences�
train or retrain with hand annotated data�
and facilitate the comparison between re�



sults and hand corrected data
 For the
experiments described here� the language
model is calculated in three stages
 First
the syntactic model is automatically built
on the basis of the ambiguous text �fol�
lowing the Baum�Welch algorithm�
 The
transition probabilities between two POS
tags are then re�ned with a set of linguis�
tic rules �bigrams�� very useful to bias the
model when training data are not su�cient
to make generalizations
 For example� the
following rule says that a singular deter�
miner �det�sg� cannot precede a plural
verb �verb�pl�� DET�SG VERB�PL ���
 Fi�
nally a small part of the text ����� words��
manually disambiguated� is used to auto�
matically reestimate the model
 With this
method� the detected error rate for POS�
tagging is less than 	 �


��� The machine learning method

Machine learning aims at automatically
building programs from examples that are
known to be positive �E�� or negative
�E�� examples of their runnings �Mitchell�
�����
 Among di�erent machine learning
techniques�� we have chosen the Inductive
Logic Programming framework �Muggle�
ton and De�Raedt� ����� to learn from the
corpus N�V pairs whose components are
related in terms of one of the relations de�
�ned in the qualia structure in GL


In the ILP framework� the aim is to in�
fer logic programs� that is� sets of Horn
clauses� from a set of facts �the examples�
and a background knowledge
 The set of
generalized clauses that is produced must
be as speci�c as possible� while explain�
ing the positive examples� more precisely�
it must be su�ciently generic to cover the
majority of the E� and su�ciently spe�
ci�c to rightly correspond to the concept
we want to learn and to cover no �or a few

�See� for example� �Wermter et al�� ����� for a sur�
vey of machine learning techniques used in natural
language processing�

� some noise can be allowed� E�


Here� given a set of E�� correspond�
ing to N�V pairs related by one of the
qualia roles within their POS contexts in
the matra�ccr corpus� and a set of E��
corresponding to N�V pairs that are not
semantically linked� the ILP method must
infer general rules �clauses� that explain
these E�� that is� that explain what� in
the POS context of the N�V pairs� distin�
guishes the relevant pairs from the others

This particular explanatory characteristic
of ILP has motivated our choice� ILP does
not just provide a predictor �this N�V pair
is relevant� this one is not� but also a data�
based theory
 Contrary to some statistical
methods� it does not just give raw results
but explains the concept that is learnt


We use Progol �Muggleton� ���� for our
experiment� Muggleton�s ILP implemen�
tation that has already been proven well
suited to deal with a big amount of data
in multiple domains� and to lead to results
comparable to other ILP implementations
�Roberts et al
� �����


The �rst task therefore consists in build�
ing up E� and E� that will be furnished
to Progol and to determine the contextual
elements of the N�V pairs that must be
put inside these examples
 Our choice
of context has been led by the quality
of the learning that is obtained with the
chosen parameters �see further for a brief
description of the learning method eval�
uation� or �S�ebillot et al
� 	���� Bouillon
et al
� 	���� for a complete explanation�

For each of the ���� di�erent N �	����
noun occurrences� of the matra�ccr

corpus� we have �rstly selected the ��
most strongly associated V� in terms of
Chi�square� that co�occur with it within
a sentence
 This step both produces
pairs that are really bound by one qualia
role ���ecrou� serrer� �nut� tighten�� and
pairs that are fully irrelevant ��roue�
prescrire� �wheel� prescribe��
 Each pair



is manually annotated as relevant or ir�
relevant according to the qualia structure
principles
 Then for each occurrence
of each relevant pair� a Perl program
permits a manual control to verify if the
N and the V really are in the expected
relation within the sentence
 After this
control� a second Perl program automat�
ically produces the E

� of the following
form� positive�POS�tag word before N�
POS�tag word after N� POS�
tag word before V� V type� distance�
position��� where V type indicates if the
V is an in�nitive or a conjugated form�
distance corresponds to the number of
verbs between the N and the V� and
position is pos �for positive� if the V
appears before the N in the sentence� neg
if the N appears before the V
 E� are
automatically built the same way from
the previous highly correlated N�V pairs
that have been manually annotated as
irrelevant� i
e
 whose components are not
linked by a qualia role


The ���� E
� and ���� E

� produced
from the corpus are then supplied to Pro�
gol in order for it to generalize the E�

and infer a set G of generalized clauses
that explain what distinguishes them from
E
�
 Here is one example of the �� ele�

ments of G that we have obtained� pos�
itive�A�B�C�D�E�F� �� aux etre�C�� prepo�
sitionpar�A�� pres�E��� which means that
N�V pairs �i� in which the category be�
fore the N is the French preposition par
��by�� �prepositionpar�A��� �ii� in which
the word before the V is the auxiliary �etre
��be�� �aux etre�C��� �iii� in which there
is no verb between the N and the V �prox�
imity denoted by pres�E� �close�E��� are
relevant� no constraint is set on the cate�
gory of the word after the N� on the type
of V and on N�V order in the sentences


��� Results

The theoretical evaluation of the learning
method consists in measuring the percent�
age of E� that are covered by the gen�
eralized clauses of G� and the percentage
of E� that are rejected by them
 These
results can be summarized in a Pearson
coe�cient
 With the chosen contextual
elements� ��� of the initial E� are cov�
ered and only � of E�� Pearson value
is �
��
 The method is also empirically
evaluated by applying the G clauses on
the corpus and by comparing the decisions
with a manual expert tagging for � sig�
ni�cant nouns �vis� �ecrou� porte� voyant�
prise� capot� bouchon� �screw� nut� door�
indicator signal� plug� cowl� cap�
 If we
consider a N�V pair tagged as �relevant	
by the generalized clauses if at least one
of them covers it once� �� pairs are cor�
rectly found� � incorrectly and �� not
found �Pearson value� �
����� if we con�
sider that to be said correctly detected
by the generalized clauses one pair must
be at least covered six times �by di�erent
clauses of G or by a same clause in dif�
ferent phrases�� values are respectively 	��
� and �� �Pearson value� �
	���
 These
numbers can be also compared with the
initial Chi�square pair selection for which
the values are respectively ��� �	� and 	�
�Pearson value� �
�	���


Our learning method on a POS�tagged
corpus therefore leads to very promising
results� ��
�� of relevant pairs are de�
tected ���� for Chi�square�
 Moreover
ILP learning� contrary to statistical meth�
ods� has an explanatory characteristic� our
ILP method does not just extract statis�
tically correlated pairs but it permits to
automatically learn rules that distinguish
relevant pairs from others
 The fact that
E
� have to be covered by some elements

of G however means that something is
missing in our E� to fully de�ne the con�
cept �qualia pair� versus �not qualia pair��



some E� have to be covered to de�ne it
better
 A piece of information� maybe syn�
tactic and�or semantic� is missing in our
E

� to fully characterize it
 This fact can
be easily illustrated by the following ex�
ample� in structures like �Verbinf det N�
prep N	�� the Verbinf and the N	 are not
related in some cases �v�eri
er l�absence de
corrosion��� but they are related in others�
for example when the N� indicates a part
of an object �vider le fond du r�eservoir��

A simple POS�tagging of the sentences of�
fers no di�erence between them
 We have
therefore semantically tagged our corpus
and conducted the same learning experi�
ment with this new information
 Here are
the descriptions of this tagging and of the
�rst learning results


� Learning elements of GL from a

POS� and semantically tagged

corpus

In this section� we �rstly present the se�
mantic classi�cation of the main POS cat�
egories in the matra�ccr corpus
 We
then describe how we use these classes as
a tagset for the semantic tagging of the
corpus and give the tagging results�
 We
�nally detail the learning of the relevant
N�V pairs from the corpus


��� Noun and verb semantic

classi�cation

In order to systematically classify the
nouns� the most generic classes of Word�
Net �Fellbaum� ����� have been used� and
modi�ed and re�ned in two ways� irrel�
evant classes �for the corpus� have been

�Check the corrosion absence�
�Empty the tank bottom�
�We do not deal here with a Word Sense Disam�

biguation task consisting in the assignment of the right
meanings to some word occurrences with the help of
a prede	ned list of meanings or de	nitions found in a
dictionary or a thesaurus �see for example �Kilgarri

and Palmer� ������ we rather perform the tagging of
each N� V� etc� occurrence in the corpus with its right
semantic tag among those associated with its lexical
entry in a semantic lexicon created for this purpose�

withdrawn� for large classes� a more precise
granularity has been chosen
 This has led
to �� classes
 Here is a part of their hierar�
chical organization as de�ned in WordNet
�classes not used for tagging are in italics��

event

hap �happening� natural event�

act �act�

acy �human activity�

phm �phenomenon�

pro �process�

sta �state�

Only �
�� of the entries are ambiguous

Most of them correspond to complemen�
tary polysemy� in particular classical se�
mantic alternations �for example� enfonce�
ment �hollow� can both indicate a process
or its result� it is therefore both classi�ed
as pro and sta� or contextual variants �for
example� bout �end� can be temporal or
locative�


Concerning verbs� WordNet classi�ca�
tion was judged too speci�c and divided
into too many classes
 A minimal parti�
tion into  classes was chosen� acc� cog�
nitive activity� acp� physical activity� eta�
state� mod� modality and tem� tempo�
rality
 Very few entries are ambiguous

Adjectives and prepositions have also been
categorized


To sum up� here is a few numerical in�
formation about the lexicon that has ��
nally been created and used for the tag�
ging
 It contains ���� nouns� �	� of them
being ambiguous� the most frequent am�
biguity �about one sixth� is between art

�artefact� and pro �process�
 The lexicon
also contains � acronyms� one of them be�
ing ambiguous� �� verbs� � of them being
ambiguous� �� adjectives� � of them be�
ing ambiguous� � prepositions� � of them
being ambiguous� about � determiners�
none of them being ambiguous and around
�� pronouns and relative pronouns




��� Semantic annotation

The main hypotheses guiding the method
of semantic tagging are that� �i� syn�
tax can help to distinguish meanings of
words that are polyfunctional� �see also
�Wilks and Stevenson� ����� Yarowsky�
���	� Ceusters et al
� ������� �ii� syntac�
tic analysis can be done by a probabilis�
tic tagger �HMM� Hidden Markov Model�
�Rabiner� ����� Kupiec� ���	�� etc
� and�
more daringly� �iii� remaining semantic
ambiguity can also be solved �mutatis mu�
tandis� by an HMM tagger
 These hy�
potheses are not new� but we describe here
the way we have implemented them� and
we evaluate our method with the matra�
ccr corpus


After the POS�tagging and disambigua�
tion of the corpus previously explained�
the lexicon which contains the semantic
tags is used to associate one or more se�
mantic tags with words in the corpus
 The
HMM tagger� applying a model trained
on the ambiguous semantic tags� resolves
the remaining semantic ambiguities
 As
we are in a restricted domain after syn�
tactic analysis� homonyms are very rare�
as we have already said� what need to be
disambiguated here are mostly polysemes
whose senses are related in a systematic
way �Pustejovsky� ����� as enfoncement
that denotes both the process of hollowing
something and the result of this process

These polysemes are particulary suitable
for this kind of method as by de�nition
the correct sense can be identi�ed by the
context around the word and their disam�
biguation does not require pragmatic dis�
ambiguation
 The training is done in the
same way as for POS�tagging� but with
two di�erences� �rstly� the model has to
be simpli�ed as much as possible
 In this
experiment for example� adverbs and at�

�i�e have di
erent syntactic categories� as r�egle in
French which can be the indicative of the verb to reg�
ulate and the noun rule�

tributive adjectives are not taken into con�
sideration
 These categories seem to be ir�
relevant for the disambiguation of nouns
or verbs and for the identi�cation of links
based on qualia roles between them
 More�
over� since the ambiguities are very lim�
ited� the training has been done with a
set of interesting sentences
 A subset of
about �� words of the matra�ccr cor�
pus has been manually tagged and com�
pared with the output of the tagger
 In
this subset� � words were ambiguous
��
����
 The application of the semantic
tagging method� with training on the am�
biguous corpus and one retrain with the
hand�tagged part� has led to the correct
resolution of about ��� of the ambigui�
ties
 As for the POS�tagging� some biases
written in bigram form can be added and
allow us to improve these results� in our
case� only a few simple linguistic prefer�
ences has led to a score of �
��� of seman�
tic tagging errors� that is �when compared
with �
���� �� of good disambiguation

More than one third of the remaining er�
rors are due to prepositions
 The errors
concerning nouns and verbs � which are
the key elements of the qualia structures
we are willing to extract � are therefore
relatively rare in the disambiguated cor�
pus


��� Learning

In order to be able to compare results
obtained with the POS�tagged version of
the corpus and the semantically�tagged
one� we have �rst deliberately chosen a
similar general form for the E� and E��
positive�semantic�tag before N� semantic�
tag after N� semantic�tag before V�
V POS�tag� distance��� where distance
corresponds to the number of verbs
between the N and the V and is positive
if the V precedes the N� and negative
otherwise �this last argument summarizes
the two previous distance and position



arguments for the POS�tagged corpus
examples�� we do not therefore fully ex�
ploit the available semantic information�
as� for example� we do not deal with the
semantic tags of the two components of
the pairs �this task will constitute one
of our future works�
 The same ����
E

� and ���� E
�� but with this new

form� are automatically built from the
corpus and are furnished to Progol in
order for it to make generalizations of
the E� and infer generalized clauses that
explain what� in terms of this new kind of
contextual information� distinguishes N�V
pairs whose components are linked by one
of the roles de�ned in the qualia structure
from others


The theoretical evaluation of the learn�
ing method on the semantically�tagged
version of the matra�ccr corpus is bet�
ter than on the POS�tagged corpus� the
��� generalized clauses produced by Pro�
gol cover �i
e
 explain� ��
�� of the
initial E� and only cover �
�� of the
E
�� the value of the Pearson coe�cient

is therefore closer to its highest possi�
ble value ��� and is now �
��
 Here is
one example of an infered clause� posi�
tive�A�B�C�D�E� �� vide�A�� etat verbe�C��
modalite�B��� which means that N�V pairs
�i� in which there is nothing before the N
�vide�A���� �ii� in which the word after N
is a modal verb �modalite�B��� and �iii�
in which the word before V is a stative
verb �etat verbe�C��� are relevant� no con�
straint is set either on N�V order and dis�
tance� or on the POS�tag of V in the sen�
tences
 This rule� for example� recognizes
the pairs �platine� d�eposer� and �train� sor�
tir� as relevant in the two following sen�
tences extracted from our corpus� �Les
platines doivent �etre d�epos�ees s�il y a
�echange du r�eservoir�	 and �Le train peut

��Empty�� Or one of the three categories that we
do not consider for example elaboration� determiners�
adverbs and some adjectives�

�etre sorti �a l�aide de l��electropompe sec�
ours en cas de perte soit � de pression des
pompes� de l�alimentation 	� V du circuit
de commande
�


The same technique as before is also
used to empirically evaluate the learn�
ing method by applying the generalized
clauses on the corpus and by comparing
the decisions with the manual expert tag�
ging for the same � signi�cant nouns
 If
we consider a N�V pair tagged as �rele�
vant	 by the generalized clauses if at least
one of them covers it once� � pairs are
correctly found� �� incorrectly and �� not
found �Pearson value� �
������ if we con�
sider that to be said correctly detected by
the generalized clauses one pair must be
covered at least twice �by di�erent clauses
of G or by a same clause in di�erent
phrases�� values are respectively ��� 	�
and 	� �Pearson value� �
����
 These
new numbers lead to two kinds of com�
ments� �rst� the highest Pearson value
here is better ��
�� than for the POS�
tagging ��
	�� moreover� the number of
�cross�validations� needed to obtain this
highest value is lower �	 against ��� which
means that each generalized clause is here
a better characterization of the concept we
want to learn� �qualia�pair� versus �non
qualia�pair�
 We now discuss the linguistic
interest of the clauses that we have infered
from the two versions of the corpus� with
a special focus on what semantic tagging
brings out


� Linguistic evaluation of

generalized clauses

The two previous sections show that the
results of the learning method are inter�
esting from a theoretical �and empirical�
point of view� especially in the case of the
semantic tagging
 We conclude this pa�
per by a short evaluation of the linguistic
signi�cance of the generalized clauses
 In
other words� what do we learn�



The �rst four points concern linguis�
tic information grasped at the level of
POS tagging� showing that super�cial
clues about word order� punctuations and
strings of grammatical categories are use�
ful to spot the textual areas that are likely
to convey telic or agentive relations�

� As expected� the proximity is a very
important criterion
 �� clauses ex�
press the fact that the related N�V
must be separated by a single ele�
ment at the most �preposition� proper
noun� comma� etc
�� for example�
�t�aches �a e�ectuer�� ��ecrous	 serrer��
�voyants joker allum�es�
 � clauses
contain the information that the verb
and the noun cannot be separated by
another verb�

� 	� clauses show the signi�cance of
punctuation marks
 In our corpus�
they are indeed su�cient for identi�
fying related N�V� for example if the
N and the V are separated by a colon
�or a comma� and if the N and the
V are directly preceded�followed by a
comma� �


	 �ecrou 
 serrer au cou�
ple	��

� the position of the N�V in the sentence
is often made explicit� �� clauses gen�
eralize the fact that a verb �in�nitive�
in initial position is a strong candi�
date
 Most of them express a general
and impersonal order that is a typical
action that should be done with the
object� for example� �proc�eder �a un
essai�� ��eliminer toute trace de cal�
caire�� etc
 This is quite typical of our
corpus� which is full of instructions of
use�

� �nally the clauses show the rele�
vance of some syntactic constructions

Unsurprisingly� one clause character�
izes the passive construction� the N

and V are related if the V is pre�
ceded by the auxiliary �etre ��be��
and if it is followed by the prepo�
sition par ��by��
 More surprising
at �rst glance� two clauses specify
that the N and V that follow a sub�
ordinating conjunction are relevant

This constraint generalizes the fact
that a lot of verbs in our corpus sub�
categorize for a complement that in�
dicates typical action like �s�assurer
que� or �v�eri�er� ��s�assurer que

l�alimentation est coup�ee�� �v�eri�er
que le feu anti�collision clignote���
etc


The generalized clauses learnt from the
semantically tagged corpus make the same
kind of generalizations� but also specify
some interesting semantic properties of the
words that follow or precede the semanti�
cally related N�V
 Two further rules are
mainly using information related to verb
and preposition semantic categorization�

� Modal verbs like permettre� devoir
or pouvoir are strong indicators of
relevant N�V� i
e
 �le tableau doit

�etre �eclair�e�� �l�adh�esion peut �etre
atteinte�� etc
�

� the semantic type of the preposi�
tion can help identifying relevant
N�V� especially if the preposition
indicates the manner or the pur�
pose� �
xer avec leurs vis sans ser�
rer� or �pour emmancher l�arbre
d�entra� nement dans la prise de mou�
vement�


These �rst results have been compared
with explorations made manually to dis�
cover structures that convey the telic rela�
tion in the same corpus �Galy� 	����
 This
comparison shows that much of the struc�
tures are correctly automatically learnt by
our method� but also that some reliable



structures are not detected by it� in par�
ticular when the markers are polylexical
expressions such as �avoir pour but de��
��etre utilis�e pour�� �avoir pour fonction��
etc
 However our learning method sug�
gests the importance of positional criteria
�such as N or V must occur at the be�
ginning of a phrase� that have been left
unnoticed by observations made in �Galy�
	����


To sum up our research� we can say that
we have demonstrate that symbolic ma�
chine learning methods can be used on a
POS�tagged corpus in order to automati�
cally acquire N�V pairs whose components
are linked by one of the qualia structure
roles
 Moreover� this acquisition can be
improved with the help of a semantic tag�
ging of the corpus
 Finally we have shown
that a set of the rules �clauses� learnt by
our ILP method have a linguistic signi��
cance
 We have up to now not fully ex�
ploited all the possibilities o�ered by the
semantic tagging of the corpus� and are
therefore not fully able to solve the prob�
lems mentioned at the end of section 	� our
next task will consequently consists in tak�
ing into account the semantic types of the
noun and the verb that are in a semantic
relation
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